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Family Reach welcomes new LiFT Network Member Megan’s Wings

Megan’s Wings, founded in 2005, is a nonprofit in Southern California. It’s mission is to help families dealing with pediatric cancer.

Boston, MA [September 1st, 2020] — Family Reach, a national organization focused on providing financial support to families facing cancer, is welcoming Megan’s Wings to its LiFT Network.

“Megan’s Wings is excited to join the LiFT Network to expand our programming by offering Financial Planning and Education Services to the pediatric oncology families we serve in Southern California,” said Kim Savage, Co-Founder of Megan’s Wings. “We also look forward to the collaboration with other similar nonprofits to generate ideas that support best practices while serving the cancer community nationwide!”

Megan’s Wings was established in January 2005 by the Savage Family in memory of their daughter, Megan, who lost her battle with Leukemia on April 2, 2003. Megan’s Wings exists to help pediatric cancer families navigate through their journey with childhood cancer. They help families through their Patient Aid Program, temporary housing for families called Megan’s Home, their Adopt a Family Program, Special Events and Hospital Service Program, and their Research Program.

Megan’s Wings is a non-profit 501c3 assisting families across Southern California through the Children’s Hospitals and Cancer Centers. They are volunteer-based and offer several aid programs which serve families within the cancer community. Their funding comes from corporate sponsorships and grants, individual contributions and fundraising events.
Megan’s Wings will support Family Reach’s Financial Treatment Program. The program was developed to reach patients with support before they hit critical financial breaking points.

Family Reach’s Director of the LiFT Network, Joanna Scott applauded the announcement.

“Megan’s Wings is an incredible organization,” she said. “We are very pleased to welcome them to The LiFT Network, a network that continues to grow and to flourish. Collaboration is the only way we will continue to reach more families with critical support and create long term solutions. We are so excited to have such a thoughtful partner in Megan’s Wings.”

About the LiFT Network
Family Reach launched the LiFT Network in 2018 to bring like-minded nonprofits together, connected by a shared belief that together we can do more for the cancer patients and caregivers we serve. Through The Network, Family Reach offers service delivery, program improvements, and resources to members, ensuring cancer nonprofits don’t have to reinvent the wheel or waste limited resources.

About Family Reach
Family Reach is a national organization dedicated to eradicating the financial barriers that accompany a cancer diagnosis, a widespread issue. We work with patients and healthcare professionals at more than 400 top-tier hospitals and cancer centers. Family Reach developed the solutions-oriented Financial Treatment program to reach patients with support before they hit critical breaking points. The program includes services like Financial Education, Resource Navigation, Financial Planning, and the Emergency Relief Fund.

Visit www.familyreach.org and follow @familyreach on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn.